G20-Africa-Partnership

MARSHALL PLAN WITH AFRICA
The challenge:

- Population set to double by 2050
- 20 million jobs a year

The solution:

- An initiative with the dimensions of a “Marshall Plan”!
- with Africa not for Africa: kicking off the discussion for a new political partnership
Our goal:

- More private investment thanks to an improved enabling environment

- Creating better prospects for Africa’s young people
10 starting points for a Marshall Plan with Africa

1. We need a pact on the future between Europe and Africa, now
2. Africa needs African solutions based on Agenda 2063
3. Prioritising jobs and opportunities for young people
4. Investment in entrepreneurship
5. Value creation, not exploitation
6. Demanding the right political environment and supporting its development
7. Reform partnerships, not a blanket approach
8. Equitable global structures and institutions
9. ODA cannot provide all the answers
10. We will leave no one behind
Three pillars - 100 reform ideas:

A PACT ON THE FUTURE, WITH AFRICA

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT
- Economic activity
- Trade
- Employment
- Vocational training
- Financing
- Social protection

PEACE AND SECURITY
- Peace
- Security
- Stability
- Resilience

DEMOCRACY AND THE RULE OF LAW
- Democracy
- Rule of law
- Human rights
- Political participation
- Fight against corruption
- Own resources

Food and agriculture
Protection of natural resources
Energy and infrastructure
Health, education and social protection
A two-tier approach:

- **Compacts in Africa:**
  Substantial support for countries willing to be Agenda 2063 Champions together with international partners and the private sector; linking ODA funds to reforms (good governance)

- **Equitable regulatory framework for Africa:**
  Fair trade, addressing tax avoidance, illicit financial flows, land grabbing, exploitation of resources
Three-pronged approach to financing:

- Mobilising **counterpart funds**
- **Private investment**
- **ODA funds** as a catalyst
Next steps:

- Continuation Dialogues with African Partners, international partners (especially G20 / EU / AU / African regional organisations), Civil Society and Business Communities in Africa and international.
- G20 Africa Partnership – Compacts with Africa
- Preparation Process EU-Africa Summit – Hopefully EU-Africa Partnership along the lines suggested in the M-Plan
Scheme of the G20-Africa-Partnership

Objective

Mobilisation of private investment in Africa

G20-Africa-Partnership

Better environment for private investment

Upgrading of infrastructure (Energy, Trade, Climate risk insurance)

Support of economic participation and employment

Finance

Sherpa/Finance

Sherpa

Coordination World Bank / IMF / AfDB

G20 Best Practices of investment support

Results

G20-Partnership agreements with African countries

- Investment agreements (Compact of World Bank; IMF; AfDB)
- Reform approaches (bilateral measures)

G20-Africa Conference 12th-13th of June 2017 in Berlin

Integrate African Partners through AU and MDBs